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Chat Transcript for Creating Competitive Work Samples

Best of Enemies / Vidal v. Buckley: Work In Progress clip - 10 min - 9min 52sec

The Ovarian Psycos - Work in Progress - 10min 1sec

T-Rex: Rough Cut - 10 min beginning clip - 9min 43sec

Screening Date: July 2, 2015 4:00pm Pacific Time

URL: https://ovee.itvs.org/screenings/dr6wy

3:37:23 PM

Hey Sue, can you type a comment so I can promote you to speaker?
- N’Jeri

3:44:18 PM

Any way to change my bio? It’s way too long .
- Sue Jaye Johnson

3:46:24 PM 1

hi!
- Joanna Sokolowski

3:46:29 PM

Kate and I are in
- Joanna Sokolowski

3:47:22 PM

Great!  Thanks for showing up early, speakers!  We’ll get started at 4pm
- N’Jeri

3:47:52 PM

Sue, yes, I can change your bio.  Do you have something shorter on hand?
- N’Jeri

3:48:02 PM

Are we typing all answers for q&a - or will we be on voice and/or video ?
- Joanna Sokolowski

3:48:25 PM 1

Hi, N’Jeri I’m also here - i thought this was vid and I was going to hop on Joanna’s, but I’m on my laptop!
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

3:48:29 PM

You’re typing your answers so the transcript will be available to those who are unable to attend live.
- N’Jeri

3:50:14 PM

Hi Joanna!
- Sue Jaye Johnson
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3:50:54 PM

Hi!
- Joanna Sokolowski

3:56:29 PM

Welcome everyone!  We will get started in just a few minutes.
- N’Jeri

4:01:02 PM

Hello everyone!  Welcome to the webinar where we’ll be discussing what makes a competitive work
sample.

- N’Jeri

4:01:20 PM 2

My name is N’Jeri Eaton and I am the Content Development & Initiative Manager here at ITVS.
- N’Jeri

4:01:39 PM

Just so you know, this is a moderated discussion so you won’t automatically see your question or comment.
- N’Jeri

4:01:54 PM

This is so our guest speakers won’t get overwhelmed with simultaneous questions.
- N’Jeri

4:02:07 PM

I want to go over some basic information before we watch the first work sample.
- N’Jeri

4:02:20 PM 2

The Open Call application will go live on July 10th.
- N’Jeri

4:02:39 PM 2

The deadline will be August 7th at 4pm PT.  Please note the time!
- N’Jeri

4:03:02 PM

If you haven’t applied to Open Call in a while, you should know that we made some changes last year.
- N’Jeri

4:03:35 PM

One of the changes that is most relevant is that you now only have to submit one work sample.  In previous
years, you had to submit a new work sample if you were selected to move onto panel.

- N’Jeri
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4:04:09 PM

Now, your work sample can be between 10-15 minutes long or a full rough cut.
- N’Jeri

4:04:27 PM

And what you submit at deadline is the cut we’ll evaluate through the whole process.
- N’Jeri

4:04:36 PM

Just for folks asking questions, there is no audio or video yet.
- N’Jeri

4:04:41 PM 1

I promise, you aren’t missing anything!
- N’Jeri

4:05:01 PM

Now, that we’ve gotten the basic info out of the way, we can start with the first work sample.
- N’Jeri

4:05:12 PM

This is a sample from the film "Best of Enemies."
- N’Jeri

4:05:31 PM

I will press play.  If the video still isn’t playing on your screen, then press the play button on your screen.
- N’Jeri

4:05:53 PM

Producer/Director Robert Gordon is here to answer your questions after.
- N’Jeri

4:06:07 PM

I’m excited to be here. Happy to answer the questions.
- Robert Gordon

4:08:49 PM

Also, did you employ fair use principles to use this archival broadcast footage (just to prepare the work
sample for funding), OR did you already pay to license all this footage in the sample only?

- Anonymous H0L4

4:15:44 PM

Alright, I’m going to jump in with a question.
- N’Jeri
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4:15:52 PM

and then feel free to ask questions to Robert.
- N’Jeri

4:15:59 PM

At what point of production were you in when you made this work sample?  What percentage of your film
was shot?

- N’Jeri

4:16:10 PM

We began this project by investing our own money into an initial round of shooting to get six interviews
and several relevant screeners. We made a 6 minute trailer from these materials. We wound up trimming
that to 3 minutes to show at Hot Docs Forum, which is where we were invited to submit to ITVS open call.
My partner (Morgan Neville  �20 Feet From Stardom �) and I were making other projects while we were
trying to get this one funded, and whenever we could, we �d piggy back a relevant shoot for Best of Enemies
on another job; that is, if we were again in New York and we had a shoot set up for another project, we �d
try and fill out the day with a Best of Enemies subject. This sample was made for our 3rd application to
ITVS, so by then, we thought we were relatively far along. (Turned out not to be as far as we thought.) It �s
very interesting to watch this sample now that the film and to hear that perhaps 3/4s of these bites ended
up in the final film. �Also, by the way, we had private capital pledged for half of our budget for three years
before we could get the other half raised. That private money was not released until the full budget was
raised.

- Robert Gordon

4:16:18 PM

At the time I might have guessed that we �d shot one-third, but I �d say that it was just barely one-quarter, if
that.

- Robert Gordon

4:17:03 PM

We never pay to license until we are ready to actually license.
- Robert Gordon

4:17:19 PM

Since this was used privately, since it wasn’t broadcast, we didn’t have to pay.
- Robert Gordon

4:17:21 PM

At what stage was the project when this sample reel was edited? And what category of funds were
requested (i.e. production funds, finishing funds, etc.)

- Anayansi
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4:17:36 PM

Since you hadn’t paid for the clips yet, did you ever use this clip to showcase online for crowdfunding?
- Anonymous H0L4

4:17:38 PM

At ITVS, we strongly encourage people to wait until they have a fine cut to start paying license fees.
- N’Jeri

4:17:48 PM

Agreed!
- Robert Gordon

4:18:09 PM

No. But we didn’t do any crowdfunding.
- Robert Gordon

4:18:48 PM 1

You answered the first part of the question but could you answer the second part?
- N’Jeri

4:20:13 PM

We began this project by investing our own money into an initial round of shooting to get six interviews
and several relevant screeners. We made a 6 minute trailer from these materials. We wound up trimming
that to 3 minutes to show at Hot Docs Forum, which is where we were invited to submit to ITVS open call.
My partner (Morgan Neville  �20 Feet From Stardom �) and I were making other projects while we were
trying to get this one funded, and whenever we could, we �d piggy back a relevant shoot for Best of Enemies
on another job; that is, if we were again in New York and we had a shoot set up for another project, we �d
try and fill out the day with a Best of Enemies subject. This sample was made for our 3rd application to
ITVS, so by then, we thought we were relatively far along. (Turned out not to be as far as we thought.) It �s
very interesting to watch this sample now that the film and to hear that perhaps 3/4s of these bites ended
up in the final film.

- Robert Gordon

4:20:20 PM 2

What was your process in selecting the scenes to submit? While assessing your footage at that point, what
direction did you give your editor?

- Chelsea Christer

4:20:42 PM 2

For both ITVS and Robert: I wonder how important it is to showcase (in an early-stage project)
POTENTIAL for the issue and story, vs. a clearly-defined story arc yet. Can you both reflect on that?

- Anonymous H0L4
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4:20:44 PM 1

Wow that’s a lot of footage for just one fourth. I saw this film here in Santa Fe a few months ago and it
feels like the condensed version - all the pithy scenes.

- Lynette Kessler

4:21:35 PM 1

We let our material drive our scene selection. Since we were in process, we didn’t necessarily have
complete scenes. So we worked with what we figured was our strong suit.

- Robert Gordon

4:21:46 PM

What did you find to be the plus and minus of shorter verses longer samples?  We do the editing ourselves
until much later in the process.

- Francine Cavanaugh

4:22:00 PM

We worked closely with the editor in shaping the scenes.
- Robert Gordon

4:22:41 PM 1

For the folks wondering, the video is on pause until we move onto the next sample.  And there is no audio
right now.  Robert is submitting his answers by text only.

- N’Jeri

4:22:41 PM

I was amazed to see this selection recently and realize that about 3/4 of what’s here ended up in the final
movie!

- Robert Gordon

4:23:15 PM 1

I think the story arc is material for the written part of the application. The individual scenes have to stand
on their own.

- Robert Gordon

4:23:29 PM 2

Well, for iTVS, we definitely need to see the potential for a story and an arc.  But we are aware that if you
are in an early stage, the arc can only be so defined.

- N’Jeri

4:23:49 PM

But that’s when we really start to rely on what we think about you and your strengths as a filmmaker.
- N’Jeri
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4:25:17 PM

For us, we were fairly early in the process when applying (though we thought we were further along). So
short scenes felt stronger than trying to create a longer, more cohesive bit. I think it depends on what
materials you have on hand.

- Robert Gordon

4:25:40 PM 1

You have to play to your strengths!
- Robert Gordon

4:25:51 PM

You said that you applied three time to Open Call.  How did handle feedback about your film?
- N’Jeri

4:26:12 PM 3

We loved the feedback. It was optional, but we always took it. We wanted to know what people thought. We
can �t stand over every viewers shoulder and explain what �s going on, so we wanted to know what was and
was not working, so we could make sure it all worked as best as possible.

- Robert Gordon

4:26:53 PM 1

And that’s another change in the last year.  Now, everyone who applies gets feedback.
- N’Jeri

4:26:55 PM

The feedback was different each time. We couldn’t always address everyone’s notes (some were opposing
each other). But it always helped to hear.

- Robert Gordon

4:27:28 PM

Does ITVS hold open call more than once a year? So, does this mean Robert and team applied over
THREE years? Holy perseverance!

- Anonymous H0L4

4:28:03 PM 2

Dang right! WE were about to give up. But we’d heard about others who applied for 5 years!
- Robert Gordon

4:28:06 PM

We hold calls twice a year.  But I can’t remember if Robert applied back to back to back.
- N’Jeri

4:28:20 PM

I know it’s hard but don’t give up!
- N’Jeri
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4:28:25 PM

Seemed like it was once a year we applied.
- Robert Gordon

4:28:40 PM

Most projects get funded after 2-3 attempts.
- N’Jeri

4:28:45 PM 1

The record is nine!
- N’Jeri

4:28:51 PM

And can you please give us a status update on your film?
- N’Jeri

4:29:01 PM

Well, it’s a killer film, so maybe the three rounds was the right call. ;-) ITVS, what does it REALLY take to
get funded right away? I mean, this is the obvious question. Does anything get funded the first time that’s
not a VIP filmmaker?

- Anonymous H0L4

4:29:26 PM 1

We sold the distribution at Sundance this year to Magnolia/Participant. It’ll be in theaters July 31.
- Robert Gordon

4:29:37 PM 1

Independent Lens will broadcast in 2016.
- Robert Gordon

4:29:44 PM

Woo! Congrats!
- Chelsea Christer

4:30:22 PM

Well, you can’t get much more VIP than being an Oscar winning filmmaker like Morgan Neville.
- N’Jeri

4:30:31 PM

But that’s what I love about Open Call.  It’s an even playing field
- N’Jeri
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4:30:31 PM

We have found Independent Lens, ITVS, and PBS to be great to work with. And I’m not just clacking my
falsies.

- Robert Gordon

4:30:46 PM

I will second that.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

4:30:56 PM

To get funded the first time, everything needs to be working well: your treatment, your work sample and
your budget.

- N’Jeri

4:31:08 PM

We need to feel complete faith in your film and you as a filmmaker.
- N’Jeri

4:31:43 PM

Every round, we have at least 1-2 people who get funded during their first attempt.  Ofter, they’re first time
filmmakers as well.

- N’Jeri

4:32:09 PM

Thats encouraging! Thanks!
- Lynette Kessler

4:32:16 PM 1

Okay, let’s move onto the next work sample.
- N’Jeri

4:32:20 PM

Thanks so much, Robert!
- N’Jeri

4:32:25 PM 2

Thank yall!
- Robert Gordon

4:32:40 PM

much appreciated insights!
- Lise Pearlman
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4:32:40 PM 1

Hi Robert, and congrats!!
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:32:55 PM

Up next, we have "The Ovarian Psycos."  Filmmakers Kate Trumbull-LaValle and Joanna Sokolowski are
on hand to answer your questions after.

- N’Jeri

4:33:26 PM

Hi, all very happy to be here.
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:33:31 PM

Again, if you don’t see the video yet, please hit play on your screen.
- N’Jeri

4:37:29 PM

got the first nine minutes - have not heard anything the rest - also the video is not playing after moderator
started - have no play function here, only audio

- MMONTES

4:38:37 PM

Try closing and relaunching the screening
- N’Jeri

4:39:47 PM

I just needed to click twice on the video player to launch the clip.
- Jean-Daniel Bloesch

4:41:17 PM

It worked for me to click on the YouTube symbol and watch it on a separate screen.
- Robert Gordon

4:41:37 PM

Thank you, Robert, will try YouTube!
- China Galland

4:43:42 PM

So Kate or Joanna, at what point of production were you in when you made this work sample?  What
percentage of your film was shot?

- N’Jeri
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4:43:54 PM 1

Wow!  So strong!
- Marlene McCurtis

4:43:58 PM 1

We began shooting in late 2012. At that point we had been shooting while researching, but didn �t have the
money or time to fully invest. Shortly after we received ITVS �s Diversity Development Fund, which allowed
us to shoot our work sample for ITVS open call. We shot a lot during pre-production as a way to get to
know the women, the story. This was really a stage sort of in between pre-production and the beginnings of
production. Once we started work on the work sample, we became a little more focused on shooting FOR
the work sample and we shot some  �beauty footage � because we knew we wanted to showcase a bit more of
the look and feel of the film we were intending to make.

- Joanna Sokolowski

4:43:59 PM

and everyone, please start submitting your questions.
- N’Jeri

4:44:04 PM 1

Are those the two main characters in your film, the ones focused on in the work sample, or are there more?
- Heather

4:44:11 PM 1

That was terrific. Can’t wait to see the film!
- Lynette Kessler

4:44:38 PM

THIS got funded on the first round?
- shipuchin

4:44:47 PM

Yes, Xela and Evie are our two central characters. We added a third, Andi.
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:45:02 PM

Yes, this is one of those first round films.
- N’Jeri

4:45:05 PM

Yes, we were thrilled.
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle
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4:45:22 PM 1

One of the things that got our panelists thrilled is that we very rarely have films that can speak to young
people of color.

- N’Jeri

4:45:33 PM

How did you develop the structure for the sample?
- Marlene McCurtis

4:46:04 PM

We started with our characters and what we had in the can...
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:46:10 PM

Was there any footage from your "exploratory" phase that you needed to include int eh work sample, but
knew you would re-shoot later on with higher production values? If so, how did you explain that? I ask
only because your process mirrors mine, not because I didn’t like any of your footage!

- Malkia K. Lydia

4:46:24 PM

Xela is the founder and Evie was incoming, so it made for a natural arc for this short sample
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:46:52 PM

Did you choose to leave the 3rd character out of the sample on purpose? If so, why? Or wasn’t that you
had not met her or filmed her yet?

- Anayansi

4:47:08 PM 1

A lot of that footage is actually still in the film!
- Joanna Sokolowski

4:47:23 PM 1

We just watched with everyone and were surprised how much is still in there
- Joanna Sokolowski

4:48:10 PM 1

We didn’t realize she would be our third. Originally we had another character pegged, but she quit the
Ova’s before we had a chance. Andi emerged later - after we received Open Call.

- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:48:18 PM

A general question...does ITVS fund projects that are filmed outside the USA?
- shipuchin
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4:48:26 PM

(Andi is our third Ova)
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:48:39 PM

Yes, we fund international content.
- N’Jeri

4:48:55 PM

But one of the questions that your material should speak to is what is the entry point for an U.S. audience?
- N’Jeri

4:49:07 PM

Will it seem accessible to the average U.S. viewer?
- N’Jeri

4:49:10 PM

how far along were you in shooting when you made this sample?
- Lynette Kessler

4:49:21 PM

Who edited your work sample? Did you edit yourself, hire a trailer editor, or work with the editor of the
film?

- N’Jeri

4:49:44 PM 3

Our editor is Victoria Chalk. She �s editing our film, and she edited our work sample. She approached us
early on during our Kickstarter campaign, before we had a work sample.  She �s an emerging new editor,
and we are first time filmmakers, so we were cautious about all working together as newbies.  Our initial
instinct was that we needed an editor with lots of experience. So in a way, the work sample was like
beta-testing for the film; a way to see how we worked together, if our styles and visions matched. We
realized pretty quickly Victoria would edit the film.  She �s been really wonderful and we �ve worked very
closely every since.  The transition from work sample to assembly was pretty seamless since she was so
familiar with our characters and helped us refine the story.  The scene with Evie and her mom and the
scene with Xela about her abuse from the sample were the seeds for two key scenes in our film today.

- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:50:23 PM

Lynette, Joanna addressed this question earlier:
- N’Jeri
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4:50:24 PM

We began shooting in late 2012. At that point we had been shooting while researching, but didn �t have the
money or time to fully invest. Shortly after we received ITVS �s Diversity Development Fund, which allowed
us to shoot our work sample for ITVS open call. We shot a lot during pre-production as a way to get to
know the women, the story. This was really a stage sort of in between pre-production and the beginnings of
production. Once we started work on the work sample, we became a little more focused on shooting FOR
the work sample and we shot some  �beauty footage � because we knew we wanted to showcase a bit more of
the look and feel of the film we were intending to make.

- N’Jeri

4:51:04 PM

And for the people who asked, we will post the transcript of this chat on our blog, Beyond the Box, next
week.

- N’Jeri

4:51:06 PM 1

How long did it take you to get a work sample you were happy with?
- Marlene McCurtis

4:51:23 PM

Unfortunately, the work samples won’t be there because they include footage and music that aren’t
cleared.

- N’Jeri

4:51:28 PM 1

how long did it take you to cut the sample?
- Erin Palmquist

4:51:53 PM

Marlene and Erin had the same question at the same time!
- N’Jeri

4:52:03 PM

We did three major versions - one for DDF delivery, one for the first round of open call and one after we
received feedback

- Joanna Sokolowski

4:52:19 PM

How did you guys handle feedback about your film?
- N’Jeri
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4:52:29 PM 3

As Kate mentioned, we are first time feature filmmakers, at the time of the work-sample we were in the
early stages of production, so we were eager to receive feedback on the work-sample AND our treatment  �
receiving feedback on both really helped us develop what would be become the road map for production.
As we refined the work-sample, we refined the story of the film and were able to test out different
characters. Our feature film focuses on thee stories, we had only shot with two of the women at the time -
so feedback on the work-sample helped us see the gaps in the story. When we launched back into
production we had a much clearer idea of the holes in the film, of what interested people, what was
confusing, what needed more time to tease out.

- Joanna Sokolowski

4:53:32 PM

This is another example of a film that was funded in early production.
- N’Jeri

4:54:10 PM

There is a misconception that ITVS only funds films that are at rough cut.  That’s mostly not the case.
- N’Jeri

4:54:11 PM 1

that was really helpful Joanna.
- Lynette Kessler

4:54:13 PM 1

I’m wondering if there were explanations of cultural norms that you left out of the work sample. I’m facing
the challenge of trying to keep the focus on the characters, but the cultural environment seems to need so
much backstory to be understandable.

- Alorah

4:55:12 PM 2

We left that for the treatment. We wanted to really capture the heart of the story via our characters, but
there is context that was left of the sample. We really tried to explain that in our proposal.

- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:55:50 PM

Your treatment should complement the work sample.  They need to work together.
- N’Jeri

4:56:08 PM

Is there a suggested length for samples?
- Anonymous RW2V
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4:56:10 PM

But, if there’s crucial context that a viewer needs to know in order to understand your work sample, find a
way to include it.

- N’Jeri

4:56:26 PM

Even if it’s just a simple text card.
- N’Jeri

4:56:47 PM

thanks!
- Alorah

4:56:50 PM

Work samples must be between 10-15 minutes, unless you’re submitting a full rough cut.
- N’Jeri

4:57:08 PM

Joanna and Kate, please give us a status update on your film.
- N’Jeri

4:57:21 PM 1

Well, we finished shooting the film last August and we �ve been editing ever since. We now have a rough cut
that we are work-shopping to fellow filmmakers, and we �ll show the Ovarian Psycos pretty soon too.  Our
final delivery to ITVS is set for January 2016.

- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:57:45 PM

Good luck!
- Robert Gordon

4:57:48 PM

Great!  Thanks so much for joining us today!
- N’Jeri

4:58:04 PM 1

Thanks for having us!
- Joanna Sokolowski

4:58:09 PM

Alright, we’re down to our last example.  This one is a bit different from the first two.
- N’Jeri
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4:58:11 PM 2

Thank you - anything for N’Jeri!
- Kate Trumbull-LaValle

4:58:22 PM 1

I will hold you to that, Kate!
- N’Jeri

4:58:38 PM

The last sample is from the film "T-Rex."
- N’Jeri

4:58:46 PM

This is a film that submitted a full rough cut.
- N’Jeri

4:58:55 PM

We’re going to watch just the first ten minutes of the rough cut.
- N’Jeri

4:59:06 PM 1

And then producer Sue Jay Johnson is here to answer your questions.
- N’Jeri

4:59:49 PM

Again, you should be seeing and hearing the sample now.  If not, double click play.
- N’Jeri

5:00:05 PM

Or you can click on the Youtube logo in the lower right corner.
- N’Jeri

5:01:28 PM

Thank you, N’Jeri, I watched T-Rex on YouTube, thanks to someone’s earlier suggestion... WoW, love it!
- China Galland

5:09:14 PM

Great.  At what point of production were you in when you made this work sample?  What percentage of
your film was shot?

- N’Jeri

5:09:55 PM 1

Hello all. First want to say that I am very happy to be here and to help other filmmakers along the ITVS
road. They are the most amazing partners.

- Sue Jaye Johnson
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5:10:07 PM

We had raised money on Kickstarter to get us to Flint, China and London and at that point we had shot
350 hours of footage and were still going back to Flint to shoot more. The first time we applied we had an
assembly.  & all 4 hours of it.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:10:17 PM

Each time we applied we were further along in the edit  �  We were trying to respond to feedback so one time
we cut several scenes together and used title cards to show the narrative arc. Another time, in response to
questions about the emotional access to Claressa we submitted the scene where she lost. This last time we
applied, we had a pretty solid rough cut.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:10:18 PM

I �d say about 85% of that cut is represented in the final film.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:10:59 PM

I would just like to say, that the first time they applied, they submitted a short work sample.  Not the 4 hour
assembly!

- N’Jeri

5:11:04 PM

Right!!
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:11:30 PM

How many times did you apply?
- Chelsea Christer

5:11:48 PM 1

4 times. What N �Jeri said earlier is so true, ITVS needs to believe wholeheartedly in the film and the
filmmakers. After our fourth application, I think ITVS had a really good understanding of what we were
doing � narratively, aesthetically,

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:12:13 PM

And can you talk about the editing process?  You’re lucky enough to have a director/editor on the team.
- N’Jeri

5:12:42 PM

Yes, Drea Cooper who is also the co-director, edited the work sample -- and the final cut.
- Sue Jaye Johnson
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5:12:58 PM

How closely do you work with the editor in the process?
- Francine Cavanaugh

5:13:25 PM 1

It was a team effort. While Zack and Drea have worked together before this was my first time working with
them �  so the fact that we had these deadlines, and specific questions about our goals, about the story arc,
the characters, those were all questions we needed to address together.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:13:27 PM 2

The process, no matter how many times we cursed it, was really helpful.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:13:59 PM

How much of the film was shot before the olympics, and how much afterwards?
- Alorah

5:14:39 PM

We started filming about a year before the Olympics.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:14:43 PM

ITVS �s feedback centered around Claressa �s post-Olympic story  � the family drama that ensued, her rift with
Jason, her lack of focus after achieving her greatest dream  � that set it apart from all the other hero �s
journey/sports stories. That feedback confirmed for us that the story needed to continue well after the gold
medal.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:15:04 PM

That’s true.
- N’Jeri

5:15:08 PM 1

How did you deal with the advances in the story whilst applying for funding or had you already found your
conclusion the first time you applied?

- Dami Akinnusi

5:15:19 PM

so we kept filming for another year.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:15:26 PM

Wow!
- Alorah
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5:15:37 PM

One of the things that you don’t see in the first ten minutes is the film also explores the importance of
endorsements for athletes like Claressa.

- N’Jeri

5:16:00 PM

What did it mean for her to be the first ever women gold medalist in boxing and not have endorsements
right way?

- N’Jeri

5:16:28 PM

They really explored what that meant in terms of race, femininity and being in a "masculine" sport.
- N’Jeri

5:16:37 PM

i’m curious if any of the filmmakers today made it into the 2nd and 3rd rounds in the times the previously
applied?

- Erin Palmquist

5:16:57 PM 1

We definitely did not know how the film was going to end.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:17:17 PM 5

And writing and re-writing and re-writing the treatment, the synopsis, our goals for the film   � and cutting
and re-cutting and discussing the feedback from ITVS  & all that made us clearer about what we were doing.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:17:59 PM

We don’t expect you to know how your film will end.  But we want to feel confident that your film is
exploring issues and themes in a nuanced way. . .

- N’Jeri

5:18:12 PM

a way that we’ll want to follow that journey to it’s conclusion, whatever it may be.
- N’Jeri

5:18:47 PM

All three of these projects were funded before the Open Call changes.  And yes, they made it to the panel
round each time they applied.

- N’Jeri

5:18:59 PM 2

That kept us going -- knowing that we were close.
- Sue Jaye Johnson
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5:19:11 PM 1

I remember going through a lot of process... to no end. More than once. It was discouraging, but it was
also helpful.

- Robert Gordon

5:19:36 PM

Yes, sometimes it was totally frustrating.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:19:38 PM 1

In an effort to decrease the timeline for Open Call, we condensed the process to two rounds
- N’Jeri

5:19:46 PM 1

Often the comments were contradictory.  If just one panelist  said something, it could just be what they
personally brought to the table when they viewed the film.  That definitely happened for us. We looked for
consensus in the feedback.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:20:04 PM

I think these changes will be helpful to everyone.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:20:06 PM 1

And found hope in the contradictions!
- Robert Gordon

5:20:26 PM

Which means you’re going from a very large pool of applicants to the panel phase (if you’re selected for
it).  Which I’m sure is still frustrating for filmmakers.

- N’Jeri

5:20:55 PM

A question for N’Jeri: I’m wondering how open ITVS is to projects that are more essayistic, without
traditional story arcs/characters

- Anonymous 9VQ9

5:20:59 PM

Finding the consensus in feedback is key.
- N’Jeri

5:21:36 PM

We fund projects that are more essayistic.  Like "American Denial" or "The Great Invisible."
- N’Jeri
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5:21:55 PM

but those are also harder films to communicate effectively in a treatment
- N’Jeri

5:22:19 PM

That’s the difficulty.  But we definitely fund them.
- N’Jeri

5:22:33 PM

What N’Jeri said earlier about the treatment supporting the Work Sample is true. They have to play to each
other.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:22:41 PM

Sue Jaye, can you give us an update on the film?
- N’Jeri

5:23:00 PM 1

We premiered at SXSW in March and have played at HotDocs, SFFS and we are on our way to Traverse
City and Flint for the Michigan premier of the film.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:23:01 PM 3

Claressa is preparing to compete in the 2016 Olympics next July so we are timing our theatrical and
television broadcast to that.

- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:23:06 PM

How many Open Call applications does ITVS typically receive and how many are selected for the panel
phase?

- Suzanne

5:23:12 PM 1

It will air on Independent Lens early summer 2016.
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:23:23 PM 1

Wow, that Flint premiere is going to be amazing!
- N’Jeri

5:23:30 PM 1

Hometown hero
- Sue Jaye Johnson
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5:23:34 PM 1

I wonder if I can get ITVS to fly me out for that. . .
- N’Jeri

5:23:35 PM

Terrific!
- Lise Pearlman

5:23:52 PM 1

Alight, thanks so much Sue Jaye for being with us!
- N’Jeri

5:24:04 PM 1

Thank you. It’s my pleasure
- Sue Jaye Johnson

5:24:13 PM

And now, I’ll stick around and answer any general or specific questions folks have about work samples.
- N’Jeri

5:24:41 PM

We have two round of year and we get on average about 320 applications per round.
- N’Jeri

5:24:51 PM

And then we select 25-30 for panel.
- N’Jeri

5:24:57 PM

All three of these samples were structured very differently. Is there any particular form that you find is
most effective when submitting? (two scenes & a trailer, 10 minute WIP, rough cut, etc)

- Chelsea Christer

5:24:58 PM

So, as you can see, that’s a huge cut.
- N’Jeri

5:25:13 PM

Yeah, I chose these by design.
- N’Jeri

5:25:30 PM 1

I want you guys to see that there doesn’t need to be a set formula.
- N’Jeri
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5:25:43 PM

As Robert said, you need to lead with your strongest material.
- N’Jeri

5:25:50 PM

So you can do a trailer and 3 scenes.
- N’Jeri

5:25:58 PM

But if that third scene isn’t that strong, toss it
- N’Jeri

5:26:33 PM 1

you can submit up to 15 minutes but don’t feel like you have to do the full 15 minutes
- N’Jeri

5:26:51 PM

Can you talk a little about how the proposal and video sample need to compliment each other?
- Marlene McCurtis

5:26:52 PM

if you have a cut that’s stronger and moves faster at 12 minutes, use it.
- N’Jeri

5:27:18 PM

One of my pet peeves, and a clear indication that a project isn’t comptitive
- N’Jeri

5:27:28 PM

is if the treatment reads like a transcript of the work sample
- N’Jeri

5:27:41 PM 1

and the work sample looks like the visualization of the treatment.
- N’Jeri

5:27:57 PM 2

they need to complement each other. I want your treatment to intrigue me, draw me in.
- N’Jeri

5:28:14 PM 1

and I want to see those strong moments that you mention in your treatment in the work sample
- N’Jeri
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5:28:22 PM 2

but the work sample also needs to have an element of surprise
- N’Jeri

5:28:57 PM 2

I want to see things that maybe aren’t even mentioned in the treatment.  Or maybe they’re in the treatment
but I can tell in the work sample the incredibly intimacy and access you have to the characters

- N’Jeri

5:29:23 PM

Also, don’t count on the fact that a reviewer will read your treatment first and then watch your work
sample.

- N’Jeri

5:29:27 PM

That doesn’t always happen.
- N’Jeri

5:29:38 PM 1

Many of our readers want to watch the work sample first.  That’s the fun part!
- N’Jeri

5:29:42 PM

is it ok to have more characters in the trearment than are highlighted in the sample
- Heather

5:29:59 PM

But if there’s no context in your work sample, then they’ll watch it with confusion and lots of questions.
- N’Jeri

5:30:15 PM

Well, that’s a difficult questions.
- N’Jeri

5:30:17 PM

question.
- N’Jeri

5:30:39 PM

But I understand because you may have too many characters to include in a 10-15 minute work sample
- N’Jeri

5:30:53 PM

But anyone you leave out, that’s the first thing the reviewer will point to.
- N’Jeri
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5:31:08 PM

What I have seen some filmmakers do is include a trailer where all of the characters are present
- N’Jeri

5:31:23 PM

they may not have equal screen time, but each of them are on screen.
- N’Jeri

5:31:37 PM

and they they’ll have scene selects with some of their strongest characters
- N’Jeri

5:31:55 PM

But, really, I only recommend doing that if you have more than 3 characters
- N’Jeri

5:32:15 PM

If you have 2-3 characters, it’s really important for us to see scenes with each of them.
- N’Jeri

5:33:01 PM 1

Sorry, I just realized that I was answering questions without approving them so you guys can see them.
- N’Jeri

5:33:40 PM

I was responding to a question about how treatment and work samples should work together.  And the
other question is do you need to show all of your characters in the work sample if you mention them in the
treatment.

- N’Jeri

5:33:46 PM

Any other questions?
- N’Jeri

5:33:54 PM 1

no problem I could follow and this is great information!
- Francine Cavanaugh

5:34:11 PM

Thanks so much to all of you, it’s been very helpful!
- Jean-Daniel Bloesch
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5:34:37 PM 2

Alright, it looks like there aren’t any more questions.  Just FYI, we have another webinar coming up on
Monday.

- N’Jeri

5:34:44 PM

It’s on Writing the ITVS Treatment.
- N’Jeri

5:34:50 PM

Thank you!
- Malkia K. Lydia

5:35:02 PM 1

Thank all the participants for an informative and useful session
- Lise Pearlman

5:35:07 PM

Thank you!
- Francine Cavanaugh

5:35:08 PM

You’ll hear from blair doroshowalther of "Out in the Night" and Lacey Schwartz of "Little White Lie."
- N’Jeri

5:35:33 PM

It’s Monday at 4pm PT/7pm ET.  Check our blog for event details.
- N’Jeri

5:35:35 PM

http://beyondthebox.org/
- N’Jeri

5:35:36 PM

Look forward to it!
- Lise Pearlman

5:35:42 PM

Awesome! Thanks N’Jeri :)
- Anayansi

5:35:48 PM

Also, both films are now online if you want to watch them beforehand.
- N’Jeri
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5:35:58 PM

Thanks for coming and have a great holiday weekend.!
- N’Jeri


